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DETERMINATION OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DUSTfUBUTIONS

OF STIMULI AND QISTRIBUTICNS OF JUDGMENTS UNDER

INSTRUCTIGNS OF DIFFERING SPECIFICITY





INTRODUCTION

Basic to the judging process is the relating of a given

item to a group of items* The simpler case of judging is one

in which an item is compared with another which is simultaneous-

ly present while the more complex case consists in comparing an

item with previously experienced items* Analysis of the latter

process was given impetus by Vtever and Zener (8) who introduced

a method of investigation applicable to this problem of judgment

in time* Positing that even simple comparisons draw heavily

upon an extended context of experiences, these investigators

demonstrated that their method of presenting for judgment single

members of a stimulus series gives data comparable to that ob-

tained with the traditional method of constant stimuli,

Wever and Zener and investigators who subsequently utilized

the method of single stimuli have demonstrated that subjects are

able to make consistent judgments which are sensitive to small

increments of change in the stimulus series* Additional studies
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3

have investigated some of the influences that modify judgments

such as changes in end stimuli or stimulus density, and aspects

of the stimulus distribution to which judgments are anchored*

Several reviews of the research in this area are available

( 5 , 6 , 7 )*

In addition to laboratory findings everyday life offers raany

examples of the utilization of judgaients which reflect previous

experiences with the stimulus dimension involved. The basis for

such characterizations as ua tall man”, w a fascinating lecture”,

f,a good meal” is admittedly more involved than the basis for

usual laboratory judgments but the same general principles may

be assumed to underlie both.

In both the laboratory and the social situation the process

of relating one item to a non*present set of items is dependent

upon a temporal integration of the effects of previous contacts

with items of that set. It is meaningful, therefore, to exam*

ine the functional dependence of distributions of judgments upon

previous experience with items of the same set as the ones being

judged. This problem is implicit in several different lines of

research such as investigations of shifts in judgments, where

the underlying assumption is that changes in judgment reflect

changes in the fundamental character of the stimulus distribu-

tions, and empirical studies of anchoring, which in general

follow the pattern of modifying essentially rectangular stimulus

distributions. Both types of investigation represent efforts to

discover the aspects of a stimulus distribution to which judgments

are related.

The present study is composed of several experiments which
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were designed to investigate systematically general relationships

obtaining between different distributions of stimulus items and

distributions of judgments elicited by these items with atten-

tion to such factors as differences in the instructions, the

number of judgment categories and the step-interval between

items. In ail experiments the subjects v*ere required to judge

the length of singly presented horizontal lines.

The first group of four experiments represents an effort to

discover the form of the basic functional relationship in rela-

tively unstructured situations which are representative of most

judging tasks. The initial experiment consisted of separate

groups of subjects judging one of five different distributions

of stimulus items. All the distributions (rectangular, symmetri-

cal unimodal, bimodai , positively skewed, negatively skewed } had

the same range and density of items and two categories of judg-

ment (longer or shorter) were available to the subjects.

The second experiment was designed to investigate the in-

fluence of the factor of stimulus distribution on judgments ren-

dered by subjects who experience successively more than a single

stimulus distribution, since in life situations individuals do

not typically experience one clearly defined distribution of

similar stimulus items. Rather they have a variety of contacts

with items whose distribution may vary over a period of time.

The aspect of the judging situation which was altered in the

third experiment was the number of judgment categories. In order

to determine the effect of the distributional properties of the

stimulus items on judgments in multiple* category situations the
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5

number of categories available to the subjects was increased

from two to three (longer, medium, shorter)*

In the fourth experiment the step interval between stimulus

Items was increased from a barely supraliminal to a clearly dis-

criminsbie one. This was done in order not to restrict the

findings of the study to situations such as those of the tradi-

tional psychophysical experiments inhere the step-interval is in

the region of the Ilmen.

In the first four experiments the instructions to the subjects

'were very general, and thus the question is raised whether the

relationships obtained under these conditions depend upon varying

individual interpretations of the task. The last two experiments

in this study were designed to investigate the effect of more

explicit instructions with the aim of obtaining results which

could be compared with the relationships found between distribu-

tions of stimuli and distributions of judgments in the more

representative unstructured situations.
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im EXPERIMENTS

The Experimental Situation

Several considerations governed the specification of the

exact experimental situation. First* it was essential that the

task be a simple, clean-cut one for the subjects. Secondly, the

stimulus items should vary along only one dimension to which

judgments could be related. Thirdly, the stimulus items should

be of a sort facilitating rapid presentation so that subjects

could render a large number of judgments in an experimental, hour.

The stimulus items chosen as satisfying these requirements con-

sisted of bright horizontal lines projected onto a screen placed

eleven feet in front of the subjects seated in a dark experiment-

al room. The lengths of the projected lines measured il*7M t

12.4" , 13.0", 13.7" and 14.3" for Experiments I, IX, III, V, VI
1

and U.7", 13.0", 14.3", 15.7" and 17.3" for Experiment IV.‘

1# ihis ox difference in length was determined empirically to
be just above the Ilmen.

2. The lines will be indicated hereafter by numbers with 1 being
the shortest and 9 the longest.
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7

Those- lines were projected for a duration of one second so that

the midpoints of all lines fell at the sane position in the mid-

dle of the screen. The lines were identical in width and were

not identifiable except by length which was the dimension on

, 3
which the subjects judged each item.

The subjects sat in a row of five closely placed chairs.

They communicated their judgments to the experimenter by pressing

one of several keys mounted on the arm of each desk-chair. The

keys, which wore covered by a metal danse to prevent mutual knowl-

edge of judgments among the subjects, operated a panel of lights

in the experimenters projection cage in an arrangement which

facilitated rapid recording of the subjects* responses.

The Stimulus Distributions

In any particular experimental session the number of times a

given line was presented differed according to the stimulus dis-

tribution scheduled for that session. Each distribution con-

sisted of a total of 150 presentations of the five different

lines as indicated in Table I. The older of presentation of

items in all of the different distributions was such as to maxi-

mize contact with the entire range of items as frequently as

possible. If, for example , a certain line was represented fif-

teen times in the total 150 presentations it appeared once in

every ten lines; a line represented thirty times appeared approx-

imately once in ©very five lines.

3. The slides -were made of roota1 strips with cleanly beveled
edges separated by a gap of .003 inch.
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TABLE I

FREQUEfCXES OF LIHE IN VARIOUS STIMULUS DISTRIBUTIONS

distribution 1 2
LIMES
3 4 5

RHCTANSULAR 30 30 30 30 30

SYMMETRICAL iftOMCSAL IS 30 60 30 15

40 30 10 30 40

SKEWED «*,32
a

20 25 30 35 40

SKEWED + *32 40 35 30 25 20

SKEWED - *92 10 20 30 40 50

SKEWED + •92 so 40 30 20 10

SKEWED *1*22 5 10 20 40 75

SKEWED +1,22 75 40 20 10 5

a. The amount of skew is expressed in terms of alpha three,
n ' 5

a£3-TT^_C^ L
'-^j

f
c--\ O;

Table II contains the information as to which stimulus dis-

tributions were used in the six different experiments.

The Procedure

The following procedure was maintained throughout the study

except where the variations among the experiments are specific-

ally noted. At the beginning of each experimental session the
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TABLE II

STIMULUS DISTRIBUTION USED IN EACH EXPERIMENT

..EXPERIMENT ft v §

aiam j&aaamais*
- .32 + *32 - .92 + .92 -1.22 11.22

I X X X X X

IX X X X X

III X X X X X

IV X X X X X

V X X X X X

VI X XXX X X X

a. The letters R, U and B refer to rectangular, uaistodal, and
bimodai distributions; the numbers refer to the variously skewed
distributions*

subjects were read the following instructions;

You are going to see lines of different lengths flash-
ed on the screen one at a time* You will indicate whether
a line is among the longer or shorter of the lines pre-
sented «

To indicate your judgments you will use the keys
resting on the arm of your chair* Press the extreme left
one to signify a judgment of "shorter”, the extreme right
one to signify a judgment of "longer.” Continue to press
either key after making a judgment until told to release
it*

Before each line is flashed on the screen the signal
"ready” will be given.

Please do not talk or give any indication of your
judgments to the other subjects. Any questions?

At the conclusion of the instructions the lights were turned off

and the slides were projected at the rate of approximately one

slide every fifteen seconds. Two short rest pauses were intro-
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10

duced after the fiftieth and hundredth judgments. The subjects

were not informed as to the purpose of the experiment.

The Subjects

The subjects were 197 men and women college students at Duke

University. Except for one group of ten graduate students all the

subjects wore undergraduates who were naive as to the purpose of

the experiments.

The Individual Experiments

The conditions of the six experiments are specified in Table

III under the headings: instructions, difference in magnitude

between stimulus items, stimulus distributions, categories of

judgment and number of subjects. Detailed aspects of the differ-

ences among the experiments will be discussed in relation to the

results of these experiments but, in brief, the differences are

as follows. Experiment I consisted in presenting five different

stimulus distributions to separate subject groups who judged

each singly presented item on a two category basis. Experiment

II differed from Experiment I in that it employed one group of

subjects who served as their own controls in ail the experisjent-

al sessions. Experiment III was identical to I except that the

subjects used three rather than two categories of judgment. In

Experiment IV the step-interval between stimulus items was

doubled but in every other respect the design was comparable to
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that of Experiment I. the instructions were modified in the

last two experiments. In Experiment X the subjects were in-

structed not to assume that there were necessarily equal numbers

of shorter and longer lines. In Experiment VI the instructions

were still more detailed. One group of subjects was instructed

to use the median of each stimulus distribution as the basis of

judgment and a second group was instructed to use the midpoint

of the range of stimulus items as the basis. In contrast, the

control group in this experiment was given the more general set

of instructions.
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TABLE III

THE INDIVIDUAL EXPERIMENTS

EXFT. INSTRUCTIONS ITEM
DIFFERENCE

STIMULUS
5

JUDGMENT NUMBER OF
DISTRIBUTIONS CATEGORIES SUBJECTS

I GENERAL 5% R, U, B,
-.92,+.92

TWO 50
b

II GENERAL 5% DAY I R
DAY 2- *92
DAY 3 U
DAY 4 B

TWO ?c

111 GENERAL 5% R, U, B,
- .92,4*92

THREE SO53

IV GENERAL mi R, U, B,
* .92,4 .92

TWO SQb

V FOREKNOWLEDGE
OF POSSIBLE
INBALAiiCE IN
DISTRIBUTION

5$ DAY 1 R
DAY 2-.92
DAY 3 U
DAY 4 B
DAY 54.92

TWO 10c

VI A GENERAL 5$ DAY 1 R
DAY 2-.92
DAY 3+1.22
mv 4* .32
DAY 5+.92
DAY 6-1.22
DAY 7+ .32

TWO 10
C

B DETAILED? 5^
JUDGMENTS

BASED ON MEDIA?-!

SAME AS A TWO 10
C

C DETAILED*
JUDGMENTS
BASED ON
MIDPOINT

5$ SAME AS A TWO 1QC

a* R, U, and B refer to rectangular, symmetrical unimodal and
bimedal distributions respectively* The skewed distributions are
designated by alpha three*

b* Groups of 10 subjects each were used for each stimulus
distribu t1ons

.

c. Each subject was used for all stimulus distributions.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the six experiments will be discussed in two

main sections. The first section consists of Experiments I, II,

III and IV which differed among themselves as previously speci-

fied but which were identical with respect to the very general

instructions given to the subjects* The second section consists

of Experiments V and VI in which more specified instructions were

given to the subjects.

Experiments I, II, III and IV

In Experiment I the subjects judged the different lengths of

line in terms of two categories, shorter and longer. The judg-

ments of the five groups of subjects who were given the different

distributions of stimulus items are treated in terras of percent-

ages of longer judgments for each line* The means (in percent-

ages) for each group of ten subjects are plotted for each line
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in Figures 1 and 2, Figure 1 contains the curves for the three

symmetrical stimulus distributions- rectangular, symmetrical

unimedal, and bimodax; Figure 2 contains the curves for the

skewed distributions. In the former the curves are typical psy-

chophysical ones, i.e. , they describe a normal ogive. For all

three the extreme stimuli were judged correctly about 9Q?o of the

time and the middle line was not consistently designated as

either shorter or longer. The slight differences among the three

curves may well be due to individual differences among the sub-

ject groups ascrihabie to errors of random sampling. In Figure 2

the curves for the skewed distributions differ from both the Fig-

ure 1 curves and from each other. In the case of the negatively

skewed distribution the subjects distributed their judgments so

that, not only was line one designated 100/s of the time as short-

er, but also lines two and three received proportionately more

shorter responses than they had in the symmetrical distributions.

As a result, for this group line four rather than line three

represented the subjective median of the distribution in the

sense that line four had equal probability of being judged short-

er or longer.

On the other hand, subjects experiencing the positively skewed

distribution of items judged line five correctly 10$^ of the time

and the subjective median of the distribution was between lines

two and three. This consistent difference between judgments ren-

dered in the context of skewed stimulus distributions is obvious

in the plot of 'the individual subject values in Figure 3. Oily

in the case of three data points for lines one arid two do the
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FIGURE 1 - MEAN PERCENTAGE OF LONGER JUDGMENTS FOR

EACH LINE IN THE SYMMETRICAL STIMULUS DISTRIBUTIONS

(EXPERIMENT I)
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EACH LINE IN THE ASYMMETRICAL STIMULUS DISTRIBUTIONS
t

(EXPERIMENT I)
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STIMULUS DISTRIBUTIONS (EXPERIMENT I)
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two populations meet

•

In Experiment II the data for the one group of subjects who
•j

participated in all four experimental sessions are plotted in

Figure 4. The means in percentages of longer judgments for each

line show the same trends as do the judgments given by the sep-

arate groups of subjects in Experiment I. The distributions of

judgments of items In symmetrical stimulus distributions differ

from the distribution of judgments in the remaining negatively

skewed distribution as was noted in the data of the previous ex-

periment* There is, however, greater similarity among the curves

for the symmetrical distribution than was evident in Experiment I

which may result from the fact that the curves are obtained from

a single group of subjects thereby reducing the possibility of

differences due to sampling errors* The important thing to note

is that the distribution of judgments may be manipulated within

an experimental series by changing only the distribution form of

the stimulus items*

Three categories of judgments were available to the groups of

2
subjects participating in Experiment III . To facilitate com-

parison with the results of Experiments I and II the subjects*

3
judgments are treated here in terms of mean category values.

1, The only skewed distribution used in Experiment II was the
negatively skewed one because the total group of subjects was not
available for more than four experimental sessions.

2. The general instructions were augmented to include ..*“¥00
will indicate whether a line is among the longer or medium or
shorter of the lines presented** and a reference to the key to
press to indicate a judgment of medium.

3*. The judgments of shorter, medium and longer were assigned
values 1, 2 and 3 respectively, and these values were averaged
for each stimulus item (1).
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In Figure 6 the curves for the different stimulus distributions

are consistent with the results of the previous experiments util-

izing the simpler case of dichotomous categories of judgment.

Those for the rectangular* symmetrical unimodal and bimodal dis-

tributions are again essentially equivalent while those for the

skewed are considerably separated from the symmetrical ones

throughout the entire range of stimulus items. At no point do

the curves for the asymmetrical distributions touch the symmetri-

cal ones.

The step-interval between stimulus items was increased in

Experiment IV from the difference in the previous experiments

to id*. The judgments of the groups of subjects who dichotomized

the more grossly separated five lines into categories of shorter

and longer are presented in Figure 6. The general shape of the

curves is that which has been noted in the first three experi-

ments. There is, however, less obvious dissimilarity between the

slopes of the curves fox' the symmetrical and asyrxoetricai distri-

butions. The difference appears largely in connection with the

judgments accorded to line three which is consistently labeled

shorter in the negatively skewed distribution and longer in the

positively skewed one.

The results of Experiment I, XI, III and XV are strikingly

similar* In every comparison of the curves of the symmetrical

and asymmetrical stimulus distributions there is the suggestion

that the judgments rendered in connection with a given line are

influenced by the relative frequency of occurrence of that line.

This factor of frequency of occurrence appears basic to the
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differences in judgments of items which are objectively identical

in the various stimulus distributions. These general findings

are in conformity with the "central tendency" explanation of

judgment suggested by Hollingworth (4) who found that the judg-

ment of an item of a series is not influenced so much by "...its

general relation to other members of the series or by the effect

of an immediately preceding member as by its specific relation

4
to the central tendency or mean or average of the series."

As a step toward a more precise understanding of the central

tendency principle we may examine a further breakdown of the data

in Figure 7 where the subjective median of each judgment distri-

bution is plotted against the median of its stimulus distribution.

In all four experiments the consistency of the relationship among

the several stimulus distributions reveals the influence of the

median of the frequency distribution rather than the midpoint of

the range of line lengths as an important factor in the judgment

distribution. The group data in Table IV show that this is def-

initely the case for the two category situations in Experiments

I, II and IV where longer judgments are rendered very close to

u0;~o of the time. This generalization holds even for the skewed

distribution where on the basis of object differences of line

representation, percentages of longer judgments might be expected

to occur as high as 10% for the negatively skewed distribution

and as low as 30?j for the positively skewed one. In Experiment

III the use of the available three categories of judgment is

again uniform for the various stimulus distributions. As is

evident in Table V shorter and longer were each used consistently

^TiollirSafOxth , "The inaccuracy of movement" , Archives
©I 1909, Mo, 13, p. 37.
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EXPERIMENT I

OBJECTIVE MEDIANS

EXPERIMENT II

OBJECTIVE MEDIANS

EXPERIMENT III EXPERIMENT IV

OBJECTIVE MEDIANS

R - RECTANGULAR
U - UNIMODAL
B - BIMODAL

OBJECTIVE MEDIANS

X - -.92
0 - +.92

FIGURE 7 - SUBJECTIVE MEDIANS OF JUDGMENT DISTRIBUTIONS

PLOTTED AGAINST OBJECTIVE MEDIANS OF STIMULUS

DISTRIBUTIONS (SHOWN BX ARROWS) IN EXPERIMENTS I, II, III

AND IV
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TABLE IV

mm PERCENTAGE OF LONGER JUIOENT5 FOR ALL STIMULUS
DISTRIBUTIONS IN EXPERIMENTS I, II, AND IV

DISTRIBUTION EXPERIMENT I
a EXPERIMENT II

b
EXPERIMENT XVa

RECT^aJLAR 51 54 58

SYMMETRICAL tf&MGDAL 45 50 49

BIMGDAL 50 55 49

SKEWED (-.92) 48 57 60

SKEWED (+.92) 45 49

a. Ns 1500 judgments
b. 11 a 1050 judgments

for each
for each

stimulus distribution,
stimulus distribution

.

TABLE V

mm PERCENTAGE OF SHORTER, MEDIUM AMD LONGER JUDGMENTS
FOR ALL STII4ULUS DISTRIBUTIONS IN EXPERIMENT III

DISTRIBUTICN
a

SHORTER MEDIUM LONGER

RECTANGULAR 30 43 27

smmmcAL mnmm. 24 47 29

BIMODAL 30 40 30

SKEWED {-.92) 27 41 32

SKEWED (+.92) 26 46 28

a. Ns 1500 judgments for each stimulus distribution.
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less than one*third of the time, and medlars was used consistently

somewhat more than either of the other two categories. This

approximation to equal proportioning among the available judg-

ment categories is especially meaningful when one xeraembors

that the differences between stimulus items are supra-iiminai

.

The fact that there is a stable allocation of judgments

between two categories, or among three if three are available,

affords the key to the prediction of one determining parameter

of the judgment distribution, namely, the subjective median.

The subjects behave in the presence of these general instruct-

ions as if the stimulus items were to be assigned In accordance

with certain fixed proportions. This self-imposed requirement

is met in the two category case by assigning approximately half

of the total number of stimuli presented to the longer category

and half to the shorter despite differences from one stimulus

population to another. In the throe category case the shorter

and longer categories are used with very nearly equal frequency

and the middle category receives the residual. Either case of

equipartiCloning may be seen to provide the necessary and suffi-

cient condition for a coincidence of the subjective and objective

medians. This allocation tendency operates, of course, in con-

junction with the ability of the subjects to discriminate accu-

rately the lengths of the lines.

This correlation between objective and subjective medians is

by no means perfect in the sense that the subjective median does

not shift as far as the objective median but only in the appro-

priate direction. The next experiments were designed to deter-
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mine whether the correlation can be reduced or enhanced by

explicitly instructing the subjects to disregard or pay atten-

tion to the frequency aspect of the stimulus distribution. In

addition, more explicit instructions might be expected zo pro-

vide a more uniform basis for judgment and thus reduce the with!

group variability characteristic of the previous experiments.

The group curves for these experiments are not very typical of

individual data as may be seen in Table VI where the range of

individual values for Experiments X, II and IV is largo for

each item in the stimulus distributions.
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T.\B1X VI

mme of individual subject values for zpcw item hi the stimulus
DISTRIBUTIONS (IM TERMS Of FZ8£ZmM3Z OF LONGER JUDGMENTS)

EXmiMENT I a

mSTIUBUTICJI 1 2

“5^
3 4 5

RECT***3ULAR 0*50 0-70 3-80 30-97 77-100

$yi«trigaj. mmcmi 0-27 0-33 12-75 53-100 30-100

BIMOD/iL 0-45 7-67 30-90 73-100 95-100

SKEWED (-.92) 0-0 0-15 3-47 17-80 80-98

SKEWED (+.92) 0-28 15-73 53-93 85-100 100-100
**«* <m <M» «* «M» -*«*•*>»» -M *»SM» cw <•

EXPERIMENT II
b

®*M# #•*>' *** COT

mcimmim 0-50 3-70 27-80 60-97 83-100

SYLtaTIilGAL UTIIMCDA1 0-53 0-100 12-100 57-100 67-100

BBWl 0-92 0-100 o 8 57-100 80-100

SKEWED (-.92)
**«•**» IM "•«*** ******** «* .<«»**

0-60 0-90
«•*« ** — «

3-100 18-100
» «* Ml — «* «* CM «•»«* -1* -s-

78-100

IXMWT IVC

1 3 5 7 9

RECTANGULAR 0-27 0-67 30-97 73-100 100-100

SYMMETRICAL !!» 0-13 0-17 12-68 83-100 80-100

IKM 0- 5 0-30 0-80 50-97 93-100

SKEWED (-.92) 0- 0 0-15 3-50 50-100 98-100

SKEWED (+.92) 0-14 13-68 83-100 90-100 100-100

a* N * 10 for each item,
b. M * 7 for each item.
c. Us 10 for each Item.
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Experiraen L V

As a first approximation to providing a more uniform basis

for judgment the subjects in Experiment V received the following

instructions.

You are going to see lines of different lengths
flashed on the screen one at a time* You are to in-
dicate whether a line is among the longer or shorter
of the lines being presented. You are not to assume
that there are equal numbers of short and long lines.
In fact, your task is to make your judgments of long-
er and shorter represent only the longness or the
shortness of the lines, even though you may feel that
there are many more of one kind than of the other.

To indicate (os in the general
instructions).

The results obtained with this change in instructions

may be seen in Figure 8. The previously noted differences in the

forms of the distributions of judgments for symmetrical as opposed

to asymmetrical stimulus distributions are not evident. The

curves for the various distributions of stimulus items overlap

indicating that the probability of assigning a given stimulus

item to a given category appears to be relatively independent of

the distribution in which the item occurs. In effect, the changed

instructions appear to reduce greatly the influence of context.

These results are in line with those obtained in a recent study

by Doughty (2). He found that subjects in judging pitch were

affected by asymmetry in the stimulus context even with fore-

knowledge of the unbalanced nature? of the context but that the

magnitude of the effect was significantly less with foreknowledge

than without. The decrease in the correlation between objective
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and subjective medians is apparent also in Table VII where the

total percentages of longer judgments for the skewed distribu-

tions reflect objective differences in these distributions.

TABLE VII

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF LONGER JUDGMENTS FOR ALL STIMULUS
DISTRIBUTIONS IN EXPERIMENT V

m&mmm
]

63

SYMMETRICAL UNIMODAL 62

BXMCOAL 59

SKEWED (-.92) 74

SKEWED (f *92) 48

a. If* 1500 judgments for each distribution.

Although the group data are indicative of close similarity

in all the judgment distributions the v/Ithin-group variability

is still large. These intersubject differences as presented in

Table VIII point to the influence of non-stimulus determinants

even with changed instructions which , not only, prepare the sub-

jects for possible imbalance in the stimulus distribution, but

also advise strongly against equal partitioning of judgments

unless appropriate to the stimulus distribution.

This individual variability suggested an experiment to deter-

mine the extent to which subjects can use a certain instruction-

ally specified feature of the stimulus distributions as the basis

of their judgments.
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TABLE VIII

RANGE OF INDIVIDUAL SUBJECT VALUES 111 EXPERIMENT V FOR. EACH
STIMULUS ITEM (IN TERMS OF PERCENTAGE OF LCMGER JLTO/£!TTS

)

a

DISTRIBUTION 1 2 3 4 5

RECTANGULAR 0-47 13-57 23-90 83-100 87-100

SYMMETRICAL UNIMDDAL 0-100 0-100 35-100 83-100 100-100

BIMGDAL 0-43 Q—-83 20-100 47-100 95-100

SKEWED (-.92) 0-30 0-100 23-100 60-100 100-100

SKEWED (+.92) 0-38 0-75 30-100 60-100 90-100

a, M s 10 for each item.

Experiment VI

Experiment VI differed in several ways from the previous ex-

periments* The number of stimulus distributions was increased

to seven and, of these, only one - the rectangular distribution -

was symmetrical. The others varied ever a fairly wide range of

positive and negative skew as indicated in Table I » Three groups

of ten subjects were given these seven distributions and each of

the groups had a separate set of instructions. Group I was given

the flaaacii insUkSttons previously used in Experiments I - I'/.

Group II, on the other hand, was instructed to judge the items

in terms of the median of the stimulus distribution. This group's

instructions were:
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You are going to see lines of different lengths
flashed on the screen one at a time. After each line
is presented you will be asked to indicate whether a
lino is among the longer or shorter of the lines pre-
sented. To do this accurately you must divide the
lines into two equal groups of long and short judg-
ments j so that the lines you call "longer” are the
5€iJ of the linos which are longest and the lines you
call "shorter” axe- the 50^ of the lines which are
shortest.

If you had a handful of different sized sticks
you could sort them accurately into two equal piles.

If there were more sticks closer to the longest
or shortest ones you could still divide all the sticks
into two equal piles.

\

On the mimeographed sheets there are different
collections of sticks all sorted for you. Draw a
dotted line to separate the long sticks from the short
ones sc that there are equal numbers of short and long
sticks.

At this point the subjects performed a simple task to indicate

their grasp of the concept of the median. A sheet containing

six collections of vertical linos of various lengths (similar

to the illustrative ones in the text of the instructions) was

given to each subject with the instructions to draw & line

between the long and short lines. After the subjects demon-

strated their ability to separate the lines correctly in terms
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of the medians, the instructions were continued.

Mow w* are ready to start looking at the lines on
the screen. ATthough you will see only one line at a
time you are to sort the lines into two equal groups
of longer and shorter lines.

To indicate your judgments (as in the
general instructions)

.

The instructions for Group III emphasised the- midpoint of

the range of stimulus items as the criterion of division between

the longer and shorter lines. The exact wording of the instruct-

ions was as follows:

You are going to see lines of different lengths
flashed on the screen one at a time. After each line
is presented you will be asked to indicate whether a
line is among the longer or shorter of the lines pre-
sented. Call a line longer or shorter according to
whether it is closer to the longest or sliort.es t of the
lines presented, that is, whether it lies between the
line halfway between the extreme lines and either
extrema

.

If you had a handful of different sired sticks
you could line all the sticks up at once and decide
which were longer and which were shorter.

i

There might be more short sticks than long ones
or vice-versa but you could still divide them at a
point halfway between the longest and the shortest.
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On the mimeographed sheets there are different
collections of sticks all sorted for you* Draw a
dotted line to separate the long sticks from the
short ones at the midpoint of the range.

As with the previous group of subjects this exercise pro-

vided the experimenter with concrete evidence that the subjects

understood the criterion of division between the long and short

lines,

Uow we are ready to start looking at the lines on
the screen. Although you will see only one line at a
time yon axe to sort the lines into two groups - longer
and shorter « depending on which side of the midpoint of
the range a given line falls.

To indicate your judgments . .... ...(as in the
genera I instruclions )

.

The data of this last experiment are examined most meaning-

fully in terms of comparison between the medians of the variously

skewed stimulus distributions and the subjective medians of the

judgment distributions. Figure 9 shows the data plotted in this

manner for all three groups. The curve for Group II (median)

approximates a straight line. The equation determined by the

method of least squares which best fits the data of this group

(Y » *8(M + ,44} is very close to the equation expressing a per-

fect linear relationship between the medians of the stimulus and

judgment distributions. It thereby confirms the accuracy of the

judgments made by the subjects instructed to use the median as a

basis for their judgments. The curve for Group III (midpoint)

also approximates a straight line (Y * ,1GX +2.42) but with a

negligible slope and a Y intercept which indicates the mainten-

ance of a location near the midpoint of the range as the dividing
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OBJECTIVE MEDIANS

FIGURE 9 - SUBJECTIVE MEDIANS OF JUDGMENT DISTRIBUTIONS

PLOTTED AGAINST OBJECTIVE MEDIANS OF STIMULUS DISTRIBUTIONS

(SHOWN BY ARROWS) FOR GROUPS I, II AND III (EXPERIMENT IV)

t
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point between longer and shorter judgments.

The curve for Group I (general instructions) does not pre-

sent as uniform a function as either of the other two. The data

points for the rectangular and least skewed distributions

(-.32 and +.32) closely approximates the corresponding data

points for Group II (median). The remaining four data points,

however, do not correspond to those for Group II. The curve is

a linear one (Y « .58X + 1.33) but, as can be seen in Figure 9,

the slope is neither as steep as the one for Group II (median)

nor as flat as the one for Group III (midpoint). From these

data it is clear that the judgments of subjects given general

instructions are not governed solely by an implicit notion of

either the median of the stimulus distribution or the midpoint

of the range of the items comprising the distribution. As fur-

ther support for this interpretation variability measures are

included with the subjective medians in Table IX, where it is

readily seen that the small standard deviations for Group II

(median ) and 1X1 (midpoint) contrast sharply with those for

Group I in every case except the Initial rectangular distribution.

The data of this last experiment indicate a second effective

way of reducing the influence of context on judgment distribu-

tions. Here the reduction was accomplished by instructions

specifying the aspect of the stimulus distribution to be utilized

as the basis of judgment in contrast to Experiment V where each

.line was judged on Its mm merit at a result of non-specific

foreknowledge of possible imbalance in the stimulus distribution.
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TABLE IX

ME All VALUE AND 3T/\MDARD DEVIATION OT SUBJECTIVE
MEDIANS OF GROUPS I, II AND XII

DISTRIBUTION GROUP I

so
m

mm.m .

ft#
J£Ol .

GR(M
(MID

..JEXE.AR....

P III
POINT)

3D..

+1.22 2.14 .76 1.83 *26 2.42 .27

+ .92 2.75 .82 2.37 .24 2.70 .40

+ .32 2.61 .78 2.51 .22 2.65 .15

RECTANGULAR 3.19 .36 2.95 ,18 2.94 .46

** *32 3.37 .83 3.29 .27 2.59 .27

- *92 3.61 *68 3.81 .38 2.92 .41

-1.22 3.SB
ii

4.44 .07 2.74 .46

mm .72 .23 .35
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SUMMARY

The present study is composed of a series of six experiments

in which subjects were required to judge the length of singly

presented horizontal lines* The five different lines were pre-

sented in frequencies whoso distribution forms were rectangular,

symmetrical unimodai , bimodal and skewed* In addition to this

basic variable of the form of the stimulus distribution the

following factors were studied: number of judgment categories

(two versus three ) , sire of the step interval between adjacent

stimulus items (five percent versus ten percent difference),

experience with various stimulus distributions (independent

subject groups for various stimulus distributions versus a

single group for all distributions) and instructions of various

degrees of specificity*

Under all conditions the subjects were able to make accurate

judgments of single stimuli as found by Wevex and Zener but under

all conditions the form of the stimulus distribution profoundly
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affected the form of the distribution of judgments. For

symmetrical distributions the judgments yield a typical ogival

psychophysical distribution. For asymmetrical distributions,

however, the skew of the stimulus distribution is reflected in

the skew of the judgment distribution. These relationships ob-

tain independent of number of judgment categories, size of stop

interval and experience of subjects with a succession of differ-

ent distributions.

Only when the instructions to the subjects were very general

did the asymmetry of the stimulus population exert an effect on

the judgment distribution. $hen the basis for judgment was left

relatively unstructured there was a consistent correlation be-

tween the medians of the judgment and stimulus distributions.

The behavior of the subjects was characterized by a tendency to

assign equal numbers of stimuli to categories wiongerrt and

5*shorterw in both the two and three category judgment situation.

This tendency appeared basic to the production of a correspond-

ence between the central tendencies of the stimulus and re-

sponse distributions.

uhen the instructions were more specific the correlation

between medians of the judgment and stimulus distributions was

heightened or lessened. It was shown that the correlation

might be reduced in at least two ways, (!) by informing the

subjects not to expect equal number of longer and shorter lines

and (2) by specifying that judgments are to be based upon the

midpoint of the stimulus range. In addition, it was shown that

the correlation might be increased by requiring that the judg-

ments be based upon the median of the stimulus distribution.
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Under general instructions individual differences were large.

Any change in the direction o£ greater specificity of instructions

was accompanied by a decrease in within-group variability. In-

structions to judge in terms of the midpoint or the median were

relatively more effective in decreasing variability than inform-

ation pertaining to possible inbalance in the stimulus distri-

bution.

This study is in gnianiitative conformity with the general-

isation that distributions of judgments are influenced by the

central tendency of the context of stimuli upon which they are

based but it also demonstrates that this context effect may be

maximized or minimized via experimental manipulation of the

instructions.
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FIGURE I

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF LONGER JUDGMENTS FOR EACH LINE IN THE
SYMMETRICAL STIMULUS DISTRIBUTIONS (EXPERIMENT I)

mSTHIBUTICN
1 2

LINES
3 4 5

Rectangular 11 22 50 76 94

Symmetrical unimodal 11 13 43 74 93

Bimodal 14 35 66 90 99

FIGURE 2

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF LOGGER JUDGMENTS FOR EACH LINE IN THE
ASYMMETRICAL STIMULUS DISTRIBUTIONS (EXPERIMENT I)

DISTRIBUTION 1 2
"TTOE3T

3 4 5

-.92 05 20 50 91

f #92 6 32 77 91 100
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FIGURE 3

ItmmWM* SUBJECT VALUES III PERCENTAGES OF LONGER JUDGMOITS FOE
EACH Lilli IN TWO SKEWED STIMULUS DXSTBIBUIICflS (EXPERIMENT I)

QKSTHIBUTZCN I 2
LIliES

3 4 5

0 15 47 68 92

0 5 37 80 96

0 ID 27 53 86

0 5 10 40 80

-.92 0 10 20 38 98

0 0 27 70 90

0 0 7 43 94

0 5 17 50 96

0 0 23 38 94

0 0 3 17 84

17

2 23 93 95 100

0 18 57 90 100

4 15 70 85 100

+ .92 0 15 53 85 100

4 28 83 85 100

0 40 80 100 100

28 50 90 95 100

8 45 90 100 100

8 73 90 95 100

S 15 67 81 100
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FIGURE 4

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF LONGER JUDGMENTS FOR EACH LINE IN VARIOUS
STIMULUS DISTRIBUTIONS (EXJPERIICNT II)

aMOpMIOL_.. -
T

.. ... .1 2
LINES

3 4 5

MCTANGuum 14 25 55 82 95

• *92 14 21 35 60 92

SYMMETRICAL UNIMOOAL 11 23 48 80 90

1L .-ML, Jg 76

FIGURE 5

MEAN CATEGORY VALUE FOE EACH ITEM IN VARIOUS
DISTRIBUTIONS (EXPERIMsENI III)

STIMULUS

lESXBXBMKM - -I 2
LINES

3 4 -5 ......

.

RICT/I-IGULAR 1.29 1.5G 1.84 2.33 2.84

SYMSETRICAL UNIMQDAL 1*19 1.49 2.02 2.44 2.92

BIMOQAL 1*25 1*60 2.05 2.33 2.83

• *92 1 • 11 1*23 1*64 2.12 2.73

..-~±a«L 2&J2L

FIGURE 6

mm fEUCBNTAGE OF LONGER JUDGMENTS FOR EACH LINE IN VARIOUS
STIMULUS mSTRiaUTXGNS (EXPERIMENT IV)

msiianunm . . 1 2
LIMES

a... „ 4-- 5

RECTANGULAR 6 24 65 93 100

UNIMODAL 3 8 46 95 97

3IMODAL 1 7 37 82 98

* *92 0 5 21 82 99

>JLb. - -4Q JA 22™
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FIGURE 7

subjective mmms of xjocmm distributions plotted against
objective maims of stimulus distributions in experiments i,
II, III AMD IV

cbJective m'D$W
X...

SlEJHCl'iVi: MEDIAN^
II - ILL .. . LV ___

RECTAM3ULAR 3.00 3.26 2.75 3.20 2.66

\mmmi 3.00 3.24 2.93 2.96 3.01

8XMO0AL 3.00 2.39 2.79 2.99 3.20

*.92 3*88 3.92 3.39 3.75 3.51

f *92 2.18 2.38 2.20 2.22

FIGURE 8

MEAN PERCENTAGE OF LONGER JUDGMSNTS FOR EACH LIME IN VARIOUS
STIMULUS DISTRIBUTIONS (EXPERIMENT V)

Sfafaigaifaj
1 - .... ...

. Z ....

Lines
_ ... -.A. 5

RECTANGULAR 22 38 69 92 94

UNIMOP&L 21 25 86 93 100

BIMDD&L 12 35 74 87 99

*.92 24 31 60 88 100

t *92 15 33 76 88 99
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